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Abstract 

Over the past seven decades, artificial intelligence (AI), specifically AI based on machine learning (AI/ML), has 
evolved from a mere concept to a ubiquitous force permeating nearly every facet of modern society. Today, many 
medical devices leverage AI/ML-based technologies to recommend actions and treatments. Because AI/ML 
technologies inadvertently inherit discriminatory practices from their creators and from the data used to “train” them, 
bias has been found in a number of medical systems that rely on AI/ML technologies. This bias has directly resulted 
in the misalignment of treatment offered to people of different races for the same ailment, resulting in the exacerbation 
of existing inequalities between racial groups and the further marginalization of vulnerable communities including 
but not limited to women, low-income families, or persons identifying as LGBTQ+. This paper advocates for a 
comprehensive set of ethical guidelines for development and use of AI/ML-based systems in the medical space to 
alleviate the presence of racial bias. This paper further presents a systematic review of prevailing ethical frameworks 
aimed at mitigating racial bias in medical AI/ML domains while proposing avenues for continuous improvement in 
ethical practices.  
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1. Introduction

“Computing Machinery and Intelligence” is widely regarded as the seminal paper on AI/ML and has remained
the bedrock for the discipline’s broad applications. Authored by Alan Turing in 1950, the paper ushered concepts and 
mental frameworks about AI/ML that continue to be employed today. One notable topic of discussion in Turing’s 
paper is the question of whether machines can “think” (Turing, 1950). The obvious conclusion is reached: a machine 
is not a living being, does not possess a brain, and therefore does not “think,” at least not like a human does. Instead, 
it imitates, or tries to imitate as best it can, the manner in which humans think, termed the “imitation game” (Turing, 
1950). Since the conceptualization of this “imitation game,” AI/ML technologies have been created to imitate human 
behavior and, in many cases, surpass it. 

Contemporary AI/ML technologies can efficiently initiate an almost infinite number of arduous, demonstrating 
vast and expeditious growth since Christopher Strachey’s success in building the first working AI program in 1951: a 
program capable of playing a game of checkers (Bleakley, 2020; Martinez-Millana et al., 2022). In the 1990’s, just 
forty years after Turing’s paper was published, an IBM computer defeated a chess grandmaster in thirty-seven moves 
by implementing the concepts in “Computing Machinery and Intelligence” (Weber, 1996). Today machines adeptly 
play the “imitation game,” emulating human skill with increasing efficiency. 

AI/ML technologies mimic human behavior however a notable deficiency lies in the absence of explicit 
regulations to prevent imitations of, or assimilating, aberrant human behaviors, e.g. racial bias (Noseworthy et al., 
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2020). There appears to be a direct causality between the behavior of AI/ML technologies and the training data; the 
material it is exposed to and the integrity of their developers. Consequently, training AI models on the breadth of often 
unreliable material available on the Internet may lead to inadvertent embedding of biases and stereotypes against 
marginalized peoples. Recently, ChatGPT has emerged as a tremendously advanced large language model (LLM) 
based AI tool trained on a large portion of the Internet (De Angelis et al., 2023). An LLM made to facilitate almost 
any action possible involving textual input on a screen, the technology is one of the first of its kind with the capabilities 
of mimicking human text based on the information it is given, “answering” almost any human question. Despite these 
merits, ChatGPT outputs racist responses when asked about certain subjects, including its opinions on famous people 
of color such as African American celebrity boxer Muhammad Ali (Deshpande et al., 2023). 

In the field of medicine, where AI/ML often assists with surgeries, interprets imaging, and predicts healthcare 
needs, enforcing ethical guidelines is critical to reduce racial biases and ensure fair treatment. Many examples of racial 
bias have been reported in medical systems, and others may exist that have gone unchecked. With the use of AI likely 
to accelerate with the rise of technologies such as Generative AI, the medical and AI communities must independently 
and jointly explore avenues to reduce racial bias in the foundational models used by the medical industry and in the 
medical systems built based on these models.  

The objective of this paper is to set forth that medical AI/ML technologies must be given robust ethical guidelines 
to abide by in order to execute their duties effectively without developing and perpetuating existing racial biases and 
further embedding systematic racism into the ever-evolving field of AI/ML. Moreover, this paper hypothesizes that 
because we are aware of these implicit and explicit biases, it is essential to proactively establish such ethical guidelines, 
also known as guardrails, to rectify present harm and prevent future harm. By carrying out tasks that today require 
humans to complete, AI/ML-based technologies can accelerate processes and deliver services to orders-of-magnitude 
larger populations. This type of reach can truly bring life-saving diagnoses and treatments to patients everywhere. 
Nevertheless, without actively establishing and enforcing guardrails to reduce and ideally remove bias from these 
systems, medical treatment could vary by ethnicity, race, etc. over time which would be a huge step back in our 
collective march towards racial equality. 
 
2. Materials and Methods 
 

A systematic review conducted using PubMed, JSTOR, and Google Scholar identified papers that pertained to 
the subjects of medicine, law/ethics, general biases, artificial intelligence, machine learning (ML), racial bias, and 
gender bias. PRISMA guidelines were referenced. Keywords and phrases searched for included “artificial intelligence,” 
“medicine,” “healthcare,” “bias,” “racial bias,” “racism,” “machine learning,” “engineering,” “law,” “medical AI,” 
“gender bias,” “law,” “reinforcement learning,” “unsupervised learning,” “supervised learning,” and “medicine in AI.” 

The search was confined to papers published from 2017 to 2023 and two hundred and fifty-two papers met the 
inclusion criteria. This paper primarily focuses on AI/ML technologies based on reinforcement learning (both 
unsupervised and supervised types) methodology, therefore papers that did not directly or indirectly cover 
reinforcement learning were discarded. Subsequently, papers that did not directly discuss racial bias in medical settings 
were discarded. Ultimately sixty-seven quality papers were incorporated to effectively address ethical concerns in 
medical AI/ML and derive relevant ethical guidelines based on this domain. 
 
3. Representative Case Studies 
 

Bias in medicine related to AI/ML models and algorithms have been recorded in multiple publications. These 
studies reinforce the need for awareness of racial disparities in the healthcare system. One instance of racial bias in 
medical algorithms was identified in the area of obstetrics, where vaginal birth after cesarean delivery procedures were 
consistently not being recommended to women of Black/African American and Hispanic/Latino descent but were 
being recommended for non-Hispanic White women (Vyas et al., 2019). This led to significantly more cesarean 
deliveries as opposed to vaginal deliveries for Black/African American and Hispanic/Latino women. Another instance 
occurred in 2019, when an algorithm used to decide which patients needed care contained implicit racial biases 
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(Obermeyer et al.) with respect to pain threshold. The algorithm found that black patients must present with a greater 
severity of symptoms than their white counterparts to receive a similar degree of care. 
 
4. Results 
 

In the ever-evolving landscape of AI/ML, the implementation of a comprehensive set of ethical guidelines is more 
important now than ever before, particularly due to the unconscious presence of racial bias in AI/ML technologies. 
Ethical guidelines and principles can provide a framework to prioritize inclusivity, transparency, and accountability: 
key ethical values (Char et al., 2018). After the study of numerous relevant scholarly papers, five distinct ethical 
guidelines for AI/ML in healthcare have been formulated. 
 
4.1  Guideline 1: Ensuring Healthcare Providers Recognize Racial Influence in Healthcare Technologies 
 

Racism remains a complex issue in medical AI/ML technologies. A patient, subject to their race, may have certain 
genetic predispositions, be prone to particular diseases, or face unique challenges (Jindal, 2023). Understanding and 
addressing these disparities is crucial for improving equity in medical care.  

Compulsory training for healthcare providers on the impact of systemic racism and its relevance in medical 
AI/ML software would mirror existing mandates for sexual harassment awareness, as an example. Racism “stemm[ing] 
from misperceptions and stereotypes” profoundly impacts both the treatment of patients of color as well as providers 
of color and the overall healthcare services rendered to these groups (Smedley et al., 2001). Educating healthcare 
workers on racism embedded in their own field sheds light on unconscious biases, fostering improved patient outcomes 
and ultimately decreasing both insurance costs and public health costs. This solution is cost-effective and actionable 
because similar programs to combat other issues in the workplace already exist.  
 
4.2  Guideline 2: Integrating Ethics Classes into Computer Science Curricula 
 

The integration of ethics classes in Computer Science (CS) curricula is becoming increasingly important. Such 
coursework fosters an understanding of the societal impact and responsibility intrinsic to the design and application 
of AI/ML technologies (Karoff, 2019). Harvard University’s proactive implementation of classes on the intersection 
of ethics and AI is reflective of a growing trend amongst educational institutions (Karoff, 2019). More than simply 
acquiring knowledge, it is imperative for students to cultivate an ethical mindset that guides their conduct in this area 
(W3C, 2022). The importance here is not the degree of comprehension but a student’s awareness of the need to 
integrate ethics into CS. As AI/ML technologies improve in ability so too will their potential for harm (Manyika, 
2022). It is essential to teach future generations about these issues to ensure they possess the knowledge required to 
navigate and mitigate them effectively. By integrating ethics classes into CS curricula, students will be better prepared 
to develop technologies in a way that promotes transparency, accountability, and equity (Karoff, 2019; Lo Piano, 
2020). 
 
4.3  Guideline 3: Establishing Ethical Values for Medical AI/ML Technologies 
 

The World Health Organization (WHO) has identified six fundamental principles for responsible deployment of 
AI/ML in healthcare: “(1) protect autonomy; (2) promote human well-being, human safety, and the public interest; (3) 
ensure transparency, explainability, and intelligibility; (4) foster responsibility and accountability; (5) ensure 
inclusiveness and equity; (6) promote AI that is responsive and sustainable” (WHO, 2023). These principles should 
serve as foundational ethical values adhered to by creators and maintainers of AI/ML-based healthcare technologies. 
Further, it is important for these creators and maintainers to recognize the relevance of ethics in their work and 
delineate a concise set of ethical principles and values that their healthcare technologies should embody (Corro, 2022). 
Ethical values as a foundation for developing AI/ML technologies can mitigate biases and discrimination, promote 
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inclusivity and accessibility, and enhance trust and acceptance in AI/ML systems. Publishing the ethical values 
codified for, and coded into, each AI/ML-based healthcare technology can further enhance trust.  
 
4.4  Guideline 4: Evaluating AI/ML Technologies in Medicine and the Use of HITL Approaches 
 

The integration of ethical values in AI/ML technologies serves as a positive step toward rectifying racial 
disparities in the medical field. Nevertheless, there remains the risk that these technologies have and may continue to 
unintentionally perpetuate racial biases manifesting as discriminatory practices (Shanklin et al., 2022). Given the 
impossibility of predicting all scenarios of bias and its impact, strict oversight is necessary. Thus, maintaining vigilant 
oversight and regular evaluations of AI systems is crucial to prevent and rectify emergent biases (Silberg et al., 2019).  

Neglecting to employ ethical principles increases the likelihood for dissemination of inaccurate information. 
Ethical guardrails are essential across disciplines: an illustrative example of how technology can help society or cause 
it harm is the “violence risk assessment” framework that many law enforcement agencies use to determine a criminal’s 
risk factor (Chohlas-Wood, 2020). These predictions inform high-stakes judicial decisions, such as whether to 
incarcerate an individual before their trial (Chohlas-Wood, 2020). Without a framework to ensure no ethnicity or race 
is adversely impacted by such an assessment, all such frameworks are suspect (Shanklin et al., 2022). 

Amidst these evaluations risk assessment instruments (RAIs) have been designed to predict the probability of a 
convict’s recidivism (Cholas-Wood, 2020). These assessment tools consider a multitude of factors, including age and 
prior misconduct to generate distinct risk scores. These scores then inform a decision-making framework that creates 
recommendations for release conditions, where higher risk scores correspond to more stringent release conditions. It 
is important to note that judges have discretion to deviate from these recommendations if they perceive them to be 
excessively strict or lenient (Chohlas-Wood, 2020). Nevertheless, these risk assessments are imperfect because they 
can inadvertently incorporate racial biases to draw conclusions rather than focusing solely on the defendant's actual 
crimes. To address this issue, it is logical to develop a "racial bias risk assessment" specifically for RAIs, which can 
be applied by humans to evaluate RAI frameworks. By conducting routine assessments of this nature, it becomes 
possible to identify and rectify racial biases consistently, thereby mitigating a significant portion of racially-driven 
decisions from influencing outcomes. 

This idea is present in the Human in the Loop (HITL) concept applied to AI/ML technologies, an approach that 
“places human beings in a supervisory role and is more relevant for healthcare purposes” (ICMR, 2023). The idea is 
simple: All new instructions for AI/ML-based models should be reviewed and adjusted by humans during an 
algorithm’s training and evaluation stages to ensure that the model is not learning things it should not (Wu et al., 2022). 
With HITL incorporation, AI/ML can be particularly useful in medical technologies because it enables ongoing 
collaboration between humans and machines (Patel et al., 2019). To illustrate how HITL can address the bias issue, 
consider that an AI/ML ethicist could pose theoretical situations to test a medical system. The system in question 
could be asked to evaluate a diverse group of patients with a variety of symptoms and determine what treatments are 
most appropriate for each patient. When the same question is posited with patients of a different background, ethnicity 
and/or race, inherent biases will be exposed. The existence of racial bias risk assessments for AI/ML addresses several 
concerns but would necessitate consistent oversight over AI/ML applications. Implementing HITL in medical AI/ML 
technologies can be a valuable tool, allowing for continuous interaction between humans and machines and ensuring 
greater accuracy in diagnosis as well as treatment options (Patel et al., 2019). 
 
4.5  Guideline 5: Open-Sourcing Models and Code Used in AI/ML Healthcare Technologies  
 

Although medical AI/ML technologies undergo periodic evaluations to check for racial bias, it remains essential 
for patients and users to have transparent access to the datasets, information, code, and models behind the technologies 
(El-Kassas). One of the most crucial ethical guardrails for AI/ML is transparency. Any code that could potentially 
determine outcomes based on race should be openly accessible, allowing visibility into how the code was written and 
its functionality (Raths, 2022). Ideally, this would also include open-sourcing the data used to train these models. This 
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guideline promotes transparency and accountability in AI/ML technologies, enabling users and third parties to audit 
and inspect the systems for security, privacy, bias, fairness, and other ethical concerns.  

Open-source AI/ML code promotes transparency and accountability; popular code repositories are peer-reviewed 
by researchers and analysts, ideally resulting in a codebase presenting fewer ethical challenges (Felzmann et al., 2020). 
This approach will lead to the identification of potential ethical concerns, the development of more inclusive and 
representative technologies, and the creation of solutions that better serve the needs of diverse groups. Moreover, 
developers are more likely to adhere to ethical guidelines and standards as their work is subject to public scrutiny. For 
instance, in a situation where a healthcare AI/ML technology is used to assess eligibility for medical care, a decision 
with profound consequences on a patient’s life, open-sourcing all underlying code safeguards patients from bias while 
ensuring these innovations do not cause inadvertent harm to patients seeking care. Inviting community and industry 
feedback will further allow for contributions and scrutiny from diverse perspectives.  
 
4.6  Limitations 
 

In analyzing these ethical guidelines, it is critical to note that definitively eliminating racism in medical AI/ML 
is an unattainable goal, though it can be mitigated as much as possible. Adequate studies have yet to be conducted to 
understand if and how racism can be effectively eradicated. AI/ML technologies are complex technologies which 
transcend mere ethical guidelines and cannot be effortlessly “fixed.” Employing ethical guardrails serves as a viable 
approach to tackling this issue (Peng et al., 2010). 
 
5. Discussion 
 

The intersection of ethics and medicine is particularly significant, as AI/ML technologies are being utilized more 
extensively in healthcare. There should be no intentional or unintentional logic in the code that inherently maligns a 
particular race, for example, when making recommendations related to patient care. Unchecked racial bias in such 
technologies can lead to serious harm for the patient and even death. To properly create ethical guardrails for racial 
bias, it is essential to understand how bias, specifically racial bias, is processed in the brain. By understanding this 
process, one can understand how and why AI/ML technologies can exacerbate human biases, and how to implement 
ethical guidelines to address the root cause of the issue of perpetuated racial biases in AI/ML technologies. 

Human behavior is inherently subject to biases, and AI/ML technologies inherit these biases from their creators. 
These inherited biases become further exacerbated if the data being used to train the underlying model(s) is not 
selected with care. Most medical AI/ML technologies in use today lack programmed ethical guidelines, which results 
in there being no means to regulate the biases and “opinions” that could influence the technologies’ performance and 
“decisions.”  Given the direct connection between how the human brain works and how AI/ML systems are essentially 
designed to imitate human behavior, it is critical to understand neuroscience and the human brain in creating ethical 
guidelines medical AI/ML technologies that may result in a reduction of racial bias in these technologies. Ethical 
guidelines can serve as objective mirrors for parts of the brain, including the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus, acting 
as a guardrail against embedded racial bias within AI/ML. 

Ethical guidelines are not limited to implementation in AI/ML technologies. If healthcare providers and medical 
professionals are unaware of the dangers of bias in medical technologies and the implications in the field, it will be 
impossible for them to take steps to respond to this issue. One way to educate healthcare providers would be to add a 
requisite provider course on racism in the healthcare system and its relevance to AI/ML to mandated training. Similar 
classes have been successfully implemented in other areas, such as sexual harassment prevention, indicating that 
provider training may serve as an effective means of raising these issues to healthcare providers. By understanding 
what to look for to prevent the presence of racial biases in medical AI/ML, hospitals may choose to implement more 
specific ethical guidelines relevant to their technologies. To ensure that a priori overworked healthcare professionals 
will take these classes and workshops seriously, it makes sense to include real-world case studies into the curriculum 
such as the ones discussed earlier in this paper, with the goal of ensuring that these professionals internalize the role 
of racial bias in the technologies they use on a daily basis. 
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By integrating ethics classes into CS curricula in schools and universities, students will also be exposed to the 
dangers of biases in CS, and the importance of combating this issue (Karoff, 2019). Though a course focused on racial 
bias would more than likely cover general information, it is essential for students to be aware of this issue as AI/ML 
technologies will only continue to improve and subsequent issues will arise as the technology becomes increasingly 
ubiquitous. Ethical guidelines are an essential aspect of combatting biases in medical AI/M and this problem must be 
understood by students from a young age (Karoff, 2019). Many business schools globally added ethics to their 
curriculum for future bankers and businesspeople after the global economic collapse of 2008 though the effect of this 
action remains unclear (Rasche et al., 2013). Similarly, exposing the next generation developers of AI/ML-based 
technologies to potential biases that can arise in their future creations and the ethical standards they should follow is 
a worthy exercise. 

Another important ethical guideline is the act of establishing specific values for different medical AI/ML 
technologies. Depending on the action the technology is implementing, it may be able to learn biases in different ways. 
By integrating ethical values into the creation of these technologies, creators can combat learned racial bias. Values 
such as integrity and transparency are critical and must be front of mind for those who create these technologies that 
permeate and impact the masses, emphasizing the importance of the WHO’s core principles. If we are to create 
technology that mimics the behavior of the human brain, we must allow it to mimic our positive qualities to the best 
of its ability as a technology as well. Further research is necessary on how to establish such values into the CS curricula 
or weed out those persons who may transgress or bring their inherent problematic worldviews to the table. This is not 
likely a solvable problem but is something we must be aware of and ready to counteract as evidence of such arises.  

It is also essential to continuously assess medical AI/ML technologies to check for acquired racial biases. Through 
continuous assessments, hospitals can mitigate or prevent the usage of such technologies when necessary to correct 
the presence of biases and take steps to understand how they occurred and how to prevent similar occurrences in the 
future. This can be accomplished through HITL AI/ML, which would involve human and technology collaboration 
throughout all stages of the creation and implementation process (ICMR, 2023). An approach like this one can work 
to significantly reduce the biases learned by medical AI/ML, positively affecting the treatment received by patients of 
the technology.  

Open-sourcing the models, technologies, code, and other information used in medical AI/ML technologies 
promotes transparency between the patients and healthcare providers. Doing so also pressures creators of medical 
technologies to exercise caution with respect to the information they allow their technologies to consume, and 
increases scrutiny of those responsible for identifying and mitigating racial biases. Additionally, it is possible for 
others to find biases or issues in the open-source information and help to improve these technologies for the better. 
Through the implementation of these ethical guidelines, medical AI/ML technologies can be made safer for all and 
improve patient outcomes. 

As we put forth these recommendations, we recognize that popular opinion is aligned with the wholesale adoption 
of AI/ML-based technologies in medical systems. With claims being made about AI-based systems having better 
bedside manner compared to humans, the adoption of AI/ML-based technologies will likely only accelerate (Lenharo, 
2024). As a result, it is even more important for patients who may be directly impacted by bias in these systems to be 
hyperaware. Identifying racial bias is more difficult when perpetuated by a machine versus a human. Machines have 
no race or ethnicity, and patients may not realize how their creators’ biases or choice of training data may impact their 
lives. It makes sense for patients to inquire whether any care-related decision was made by a human or a system, and 
if it is the latter, request a second opinion from a human until further research is carried out in this space. At a minimum, 
asking for second opinions will put pressure on the medical community to take the issue of unchecked biases in 
medical systems more seriously. 
 
6.  Conclusion 
 

Simply turning a blind eye to the impact of race in healthcare will not resolve the issue of racial bias in AI/ML-
based medical systems. The remarkable growth of AI/ML technologies is evident in their ability to, in many instances, 
outperform human capabilities. The performance of AI/ML technologies is contingent on the ethical guidelines woven 
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into their code and development; a lack thereof can have detrimental consequences on the populace. Medical 
applications of AI/ML demand a set of values to abide by, ethical guidelines, to ensure equitable treatment for patients 
of all backgrounds (Busuioc, 2020). Though there lacks a single solution to the issue of racism in these technologies, 
ethical guidelines can play a crucial role in reducing racism in AI/ML technologies. Implementing broad, values-based 
guardrails in the medical field will establish a standard for AI/ML technologies' safety, efficacy, and inclusivity. The 
diverse subjects of this paper allow for an interdisciplinary approach to this issue, facilitating the development of a 
truly comprehensive set of ethical guidelines for reducing racial bias in medical AI/ML technologies. Ethical 
guidelines can help elevate the standards of safety of these technologies. In the future, it is imperative that 
professionals consider the implementation of ethical guidelines in medicine on a broad scale. However, this is not an 
individual effort; healthcare professionals, engineers, and policymakers will need to work collaboratively to ensure 
that overarching goals of equity and justice are aligned. This collective effort will amplify social trust for AI/ML 
technologies, paving the way for increased and effective application in healthcare domains.  
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